ADDENDUM 1

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Linda Gonzalez, Inventory Bid Technician

Date: May 29, 2009

Subject: Bid # 09-042, Scanners and Printers for Information Technology Department

Please Note: Bid opening has been extended to Thursday, June 11, 2009 at 2:00 p.m.

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced proposal; the response to the following question:

1. We have been notified by the manufacture that the Fujitsu Scansnap S510 has reached “end of life.” The manufacturer suggests substituting the Fujitsu Scansnap S 15000. Is that acceptable to the County?

   Yes

2. The description on page 29 of the Dell Brocade 5000 Switch calls for 16 GBICs live ports with Brocade License. We understand this to mean that we should provide pricing on a Dell Brocade 5000 16 port FC4 Switch and not 24 or 32 port switches. Is this correct?

   NO – 32 Port Switch with 16 Active/Live ports.

3. The first printer listed on this bid, HP Office Jet Pro L7680 (C8189A), has been discontinued and replaced by the HP Officejet Pro 8500 (CB023A#B1H). Would you like for us to quote you the replacement?

   Yes
4. Section 2.2 Vendor Qualification – can the support quoted be that of the care package cover the vendor qualification (as in HP provides the local support, not the vendor)?

   The Vendor is responsible for providing the products and services. However, if the support is covered by the manufacturer, this would be acceptable. The support must still meet specified requirements. (i.e. 3 years with next business day parts and labor)

5. Section 3.7 Deliver & Installation – this does not make sense for the quantities quoted. Are the quantities requested different than what the bid indicates?

   You may disregard this section as it has no relation to the required quantities. This section is in place due to the fact that we have limited warehouse space and receiving large quantities of product is difficult.

6. Is this an all or nothing bid?

   No, this is not an “all or nothing bid”. 